SEE OURSELVES. KNOW OURSELVES.

MAKE DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS.

EKTROPY RESOURCES

Check out the Ektropy SharePoint Site for Announcements, Forms, Training Resources, FAQs, and Other Key Resources at:

https://info.health.mil/dhss/home/PSB/ektropy/

Access Ektropy at:

https://ektropy.health.mil

Ektropy is a web-based platform used for planning purposes only; it is not a system of record and does not replicate nor replace other enterprise applications such as GFEBS, MP2BET, FMTS, RSBUX, DEAMS, etc.

SDD is a component of the DHA DAD IO (J-6).

To subscribe for SDD product news, please visit:

https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/busmhsdhss/subscriber/new

KEY BENEFITS

- Standardizes processes to maintain uniformity across the organization
- Eliminates redundancy to improve costs and availability for value-added tasks
- Provides audit controls to drive increased accountability
- Centralizes planning and execution data and streamlines reporting and oversight through dashboards and analytics

KEY FEATURES

- Delivers transparency and accountability through each step of the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting Execution (PPBE) processes
- Facilitates better review of data for non-financial users with intuitive and Excel-like features such as “drag and fill-down” capabilities and “drag and drop” grouping
- Allows for tracking contract requirements over time across multiple contract awards
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Ektropy is a web-based solution used across the Defense Health Agency and the military hospitals and clinics / Other Lines of Business (OLBs) to support proactive planning. The solution provides insight into personnel, programs, cost, and contracts across all activities. It improves the management of cross program dependencies and the manpower footprint.

Ektropy went live in August 2018 as a commercial-off-the-shelf and SDD modernized and upgraded the application to a government-off-the-shelf in November 2020. Ektropy offers a modern and user-friendly interface coupled with non-jargon design - facilitating strong spend planning discipline for non-financial users. Ektropy is intuitive - providing Excel-familiar features such as “drag and fill-down” capabilities and “drag and drop” grouping for better in-system review of data and flexibility of ad-hoc reporting and analysis.